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	Neo4j High Performance, 9781783555154 (1783555157), Packt Publishing, 2015

	Design, build, and administer scalable graph database systems for your applications using Neo4j


	About This Book

	
		Explore the numerous components that provide abstractions for pretty much any functionality you need from your persistent graphs
	
		Familiarize yourself with how to test the GraphAware framework, along with working in High Availability mode
	
		Get an insight into the internal working of Neo4j and learn about some useful tools, administrative configurations, and security tweaks built for it



	Who This Book Is For


	If you are a professional or enthusiast who has a basic understanding of graphs or has basic knowledge of Neo4j operations, this is the book for you. Although it is targeted at an advanced user base, this book can be used by beginners as it touches upon the basics. So, if you are passionate about taming complex data with the help of graphs and building high performance applications, you will be able to get valuable insights from this book.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Understand the fundamentals of graphs, NoSQL databases, and graph databases
	
		Query Neo4j using Cypher, and optimize your data model and queries to improve Cypher's performance
	
		Migrate from existing SQL stores and data import/export techniques
	
		Explore the data modeling concepts and techniques associated with graph data in Neo4j
	
		Develop applications with Neo4j to handle high volumes of data
	
		Define how to develop an efficient architecture and transactions in a scalable way
	
		Study the in-built graph algorithms for better traversals and discover Spring-Data-Neo4j
	
		Look under the hood of Neo4j, covering concepts from the core classes in the source to the internal storage structure, caching, transactions, and related operations



	In Detail


	This book provides an insight into working with Neo4j; deployment, configuration, and optimization of the data models; and utilizing storage for better performance.


	This book covers all aspects related to working with Neo4j, including querying, indexing, modeling of graph data, testing, and deployment of your Neo4j applications, and also shows you the internal features of the Neo4j graph database. With a sample demonstration and outline of community developed tools, this book will help you develop cutting-edge, high performance, and secure applications for complex data using the Neo4j graph database.
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Building Customer-Based Project OrganizationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
How to Ensure That the Customer Is Truly Your Number One Priority
 How do winning organizations such as General Electric, Ericsson, and Nokia use project management to reduce time to market, trim inventory and supplier costs, and minimize obsolescence in their product lines? Why do so many companies fail when trying to do the...


		

Analog and VLSI Circuits (The Circuits and Filters Handbook)CRC Press, 2009
Featuring hundreds of illustrations and references, this volume in the third edition of the Circuits and Filters Handbook, provides the latest information on analog and VLSI circuits, omitting extensive theory and proofs in favor of numerous examples throughout each chapter. The first part of the text focuses on analog integrated circuits,...

		

Journey into Mathematics: An Introduction to Proofs (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2006
Instructors have observed, when teaching junior level courses in abstract algebra, number theory, or real variables, that many students have difficulty out of proportion to the level of difficulty of the material. In an abstract algebra course introducing groups and rings, students' struggles are not affected by the changing of texts, instructors,...




	

Life And Death In Intensive CareTemple University Press, 2005

	Life and Death in Intensive Care offers a unique portrait of the surgical intensive care unit (SICU), the place in medical centers and hospitals where patients with the gravest medical conditions--from comas to terminal illness--are treated. Author Joan Cassell employs the concept of moral economies to explain the dilemmas that patients,...


		

sendmail 8.13 CompanionO'Reilly, 2004
An excellent companion to our popular  sendmail, Third Edition, this book  documents the improvements in V8.13 in parallel with its  release. Highlighting the important changes V8.13, the book  points out not just what is handy or nice to have, but  what's critical in getting the best behavior from sendmail.   For a...

		

Eclipse for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
That’s what New York City Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia said back in 1934. Not
many people understood the meaning or the impact of Mayor LaGuardia’s
statement, because he said it in Latin. (“E finita la cuccagna,” said the mayor.)
But today, most people agree with the spirit of LaGuardia’s proclamation....
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